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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 'oS J'N 14 P3 :57

PEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD - . . .

'

In the Matter of )
)

CAROLINA POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY AND )
NORTH CAROLINA EASTERN MUNICIPAL ) Docket Nos. 50-400 OL
POWER AGENCY ) 50 401 OL'

(Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant,
Units 1 and 2) )

NRC STAFF REPLY TO WELLS EPDLEMAN'S PROPOSED FINDINGS
ON CONTENTION 65 (CONTAINMENT CONCRETE)

I. INTRODUCTION

Wells Eddleman by filing dated December 21, 19P4 submitted Proposed

Findings en his Contention 65. The Staff comments follow.

II. BACKGROUND

At the conclusion of the last hearing session the Board offered Mr.

Eddleman an opportunity to file proposed findings by December 21, 1984

(Tr. 7367) and for the Applicants and Staff to reply thereto by January 4,

1985 (Tr. 73E8). On January 7,1985 the Staff orally moved the Board for

permission to file its response by January 11, 1985. The reason the Staff

did not file en time is that its two concrete experts were unavailable

to provide technical input into the Staff reply. The Applicants and

Mr. Eddleman did not object to the Staff filing by January 11, 1985.

Having considered the foregoing, the Board orally granted the Staff's

Motion and extended permission to the Staff to file its comments upon

Mr. Eddleman's prcposed findings by January 11, 1985.
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The background of Contertion 65 from the date of its admission on

September 22, 1982, 16 NRC 2069, 2101 (1982) to completion of the

evidentiary hearing session on November 15, 1984 at which evidence on

Contention 65'was taken (Tr. 7370) is set forth on pages 1 through 10 of

Applicants' Reply to Wells Eddleman's Proposed Findings on Contention 65

dated January 4, 1985 and will not be repeated here.

'

The Eddlenan Proposed Findings (Findings)

The Etaff does not take issue with paragraphs 1 through 4 as they

are generally correct and raise no issue important to the Board's decision.

Findine Paragraph 5 states:
.

flevertheless, important information is not in the
pour packages. This includes the correct slump and
air specifications ITr. 6300) and the nonconformance
reports and corrections of problems (Tr. 6300;
Tr. 6302, witness French: you "would have to go
back to renconformance report" to check out of
specification slump.) There are errurs in the
inforrration reported for slump specifications
in the pour packages themselves. (Strickland,
Tr. 6299; compare Tr. 6252, re Exhibit 22, pour
package ICBSL 216002)

The correct slump and air requirements are contained in project

specification CAR-SH-CH 6. (Tr. 5949-5958) Even though there are some

minor errors on the in-process fresh concrete test report data sheets

pertaining to the air and slump requirements, the nonconforming (out of

specification) air and slump test results were identified by the Appli-

cants and documented on nonconformance reports. (Tr. 6263, 6243) These

nonconformance (discrepancy) reports were reviewed by i;RC staff (see for

example pages 42 and 47 Staff prefiled estimony following Tr. 6320) and
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found to be adecuately resolved. The nonconformance (discrepancy) reports

are not normally referenced or included in the concrete pour package.

There are no NRC requirements to do so.

The proposed finding by Mr. Eddleman for his allegation upon

nonconformance reports is not appropriate. The propriety and resolution

of nonconformance reports is not an issue in this case. Here Ar Eddleman

references Pour Package 21600?. This pour package as a matter to be

litigated, appears on page 9 of Mr. Stokes' Testimony following Tr. page

6177. In regard to that pour package, Mr. Stokes raised as issues only

the slump of the concrete and not nonconformance reports.

Finding Paragraph 6 states:

Stokes relied on Concrete Test Report data from
the pour packages (a 57 sample at random, from
the Harris containment building) Stokes affidavit,
following resumes after Tr. 6177, see e.g. pp3, 5,
(2 pours on p.5), 8,9,10). Some changes in Stokes
affidavit as testimony were necessitated by
correcting such errors.

Mr. Stokes misinterpreted the data presented on the concrete test

reports. An engineer with experience in review of concrete test data

would know that the requirements for control of slump and air are

contained in the project specification. See generally Tr. 5947-5958.

Finding Paragraph 7 states:

Applicants also corrected their prefiled testimony
Tr. 5760-5762) to conform vith that of the Staff,

see Staff prefiled, following Tr. 6320, at pp
42-43,45,47-48) on out-of-specification slump and
air content in the two base mat pours (Applicants'
Exhibits 21 and ?2, identified 5758-59, admitted

'Tr. 5766). Since Applicants had the information

__-
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before the Staff did, there seems to be no good
explanation for Applicants' panel's oversight in
this regard. Applicants' panel did not correct
itself concerning compliance with ACI codes of
tests of concrete cores reported in HPES attach-
ment to PW-C-3769 in Applicants' Exhibit 14
(admitted, Tr. 5766) concerning pour package ICBXW
290001. There will be more mention of this below.

Finding Paragraph 7 is not an issue raised by Contention 65 and is

inappropriate.

Finding Paragraph 8 states:

Witness Stokes pointed out that insufficient
clearance fron asbestos board to cadweld existed
in pour ICBSL 216001 (affidavit following Tr. 6177
dnd resumes, p.8), and the " correction" was not to
do it again. This pour package is Applicants'
Exhibit 21. Nevertheless in pour package F16002
(Applicants' Exhibit 22) the same problem is docu-
mented again. (Stokes, ibid,p.9). There is no
evidence this problem was ever corrected; inadequate
clearance can lead to voids as aggregate will not
pass into the tight space created by the inadequate
clearance.

As stated in the Staff's prefiled testimony, page 45, paragraph 16K,

the concern regarding the clearance for the asbestos board was corrected

prior to placement of concrete. The proposed finding is an incorrect
*suurary of the reccrd.

Finding Paragraph 9 states:

Witness Stokes testified that in pouring concrete
you generally do not want the slope below two
inches (Tr. 6140-6142). Nevertheless, slumps
below this occur in several pours including the
base mats (Applicants' Exhihit P1 and 22).
Although other witnesses testified slumps below 2
inches were acceptable, this is not convincing
when large volumes of concrete have to be consoli-
dated.

Y
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This is Mr. Stokes' personal opinion.' The Bureau of Reclamation's
"

Concrete Manual (referenced cn Tr. 6357) recommends a maximum slump of

2, 3 or a inches for norinal concrete (i.e., concrete without a super

plasticizer or' admixture) depending on type of construction. Thus,

slumps of 0-?, 0-3 of 0-4 inches would be specified on Bureau of

Reclamation projects. Table 11 of the Portland Concrete Association

Bulletin, Design and Control of Concrete Mixes (referenced in the Staff's

prefiled testimony paragraph 16a, page 14 and TR 6356) recommends a slump

with a minimum of 1 inch and a maximun of 3 inches for reinforced founda-

tion walls and footings and a slump with a minimum of 1 inch and a maximum
'

of 4 inches for reinforced slabs, beams and walls. A minimum slump of

1 inch and a maximum slump of 2 inches is recommended for heavy mass

construction. Similar slump values are listed in Table 5.3.1 of ACI

-211.1-77, Recommended Practice for Selecting Proportions for Normal and

Heavyweight Concrete (referenced in the Staff's prefiled testimony para-

graph 16e, page 14). Of the 160 slumps reported in the referenced pour

packages, none were less than 11 inches. The proposed finding only con-

firms the Staff's view that Mr. Stokes lacks expertise in the technical

area under consideration. (Tr. 6143).

Finding Paragraph 10 states:

The Staff testified (Tr. 6326) that of the five
cores tested due to below-strength break tests in
pour ICBXW'290001 (Applicants' Exhibit 14), one

witness Harris) psi and one at 3620 psi (Tr. 6326,
tested at 2240

This is clearly below 75% of the.

design strength of 5000 psi for that pour (see
e.g. Tr. 6265 Exhibit 14 of Applicants). In
fact, the 2440 psi is below 50% of design strength.
The ACI code reouires that no cores be below 75%

. _ . -. . - .
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of design strength in such tests. (Tr. 6329,
witness Harris; see also 6322-26). This error
completely escaped Apnlicants, and is very
disturbing as it indicates an unacceptable pour
is in place in the Harris containment wall.
Nondestructive examination of this particular
pour is clearly in order.

The adequacy of the concrete in pour ICBXW 290001 was verified by

the ninety-day breaks from cylinder set 9265 which represents placement

ICBXW 290001. The 28 day breaks had an average strength of 4,865 psi

and the ninety-day breaks had an average strength of 5,660 psi (see pre-

filed testimony paragraph 16e, pages 26 and 27 and TR 6324). Thus, the;

ninety-day strengths which are above design requirements verified that

the concrete was adequate. The referenced cores were not required to

verify the strength of this placement. ACI 318-77, paragraph 4.8.2.4

states, "Pequirements of section 4.8.4 (which addresses taking of cores)

shall be observed if no individual strength test (average of two cylinders)

cf the laboratory cured specimen falls below the required strengths by

more than 500 psi". As stated above, test data showed that the 28-day

test breaks were only 135 psi below design strength and that the ninety-

day brecks were 660 psi above design strength. Thus, the cores were not

required to verify the concrete in placement ICBXW ?90001.

Because of back-to-back low running average of three consecutive

28-day breaks for this mix were less than design, the applicant elected

to take cores in this placement to determine if an adverse trend was

developing in this mix.

The ACI 318-77 Building Code Comentary, page 318-123, paragraph

4.8.4, Investigation of Low Strength Test Results, states " Instructions

are provided concerning the procedure to be followed when strength tests

__ _ . _ .
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fail to meet specified acceptance criteria. For obvious reasons, these

instructions cannot be dogmetic. The building official must apply judge-

ment as to the true significance of low test results and whether or not

they indicate 'need for concern." ACI 318-77, building code requirements

page 318-16, paragraph 4.8.4, Investigation of Low Strength Test Results,

gives the instructions for evaluating low strength results. Subparagraph

4.8.4.2, states "If the likelihood of low strength concrete is confirmed,

tests of cores drilled from the area in question may be required. In

such case three cores (referenced in TR_6325) shall be taken for each

strength test nore than 500 psi below required strength." Subparagraph

4.8.4.4 further states "To check testing accuracy, locations represented

by erratic core strengths may be retested." Paragraph 4.8.4'in the ACI

318-77 commentary states that "The erratic results can be due to differ-

ences in the size of specimens, conditions of obtaining samples and

procedure for curing the test core." Of the five cores taken, two appeared

to have erratic results. One was 9 inches from a passing core and one

was 11 inches from a passing core. The erratic results were .iudged to be

due to sampling and testing conditions. Staff Testimony at 25, 26, 27.

It is clear from the proposed finding that Mr. Eddleman did not understand

the testimony of the Staff witnesses. See also Harris, Tr. 6324 and

Parsons Tr. 6083.

Finding Paragraph 11 states:

The Staff witnesses did not know if the ACI 318
code required the average of 3 consecutive pores
to be above 85% of specified strength. The Board
takes official notice that ACI 318, 1981, requires

<
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the cores be consecutive. The 1977 ACI 318 appears
to also have this consecutive requirement.

As stated above ACI 318 " and its commentary in paragraphs under

section d.8.4 state that three cores (referenced in TR 63P5) shall be
,

taken and that locations represented by erratic core strengths may be

retested. The same words appear in ACT 318-71 and ACI 318-83. There
+

'

is no ACI 310-81. Harris, Tr. 6325. The proposed finding does not

accurately summarize the record evidence.

Finding Paragraph 12 states:

However, the consecutive cores (see Tr. 6268,
witness Woltz who did the core tests and reported
them on Applicants' Exhibit 14) do not meet this
requirement. The first three don't average 85%,
nor do any consecutive sets including either of
the next two. This problem simply adds to the
seriousness of Applicants' error in accepting this
pour.

See comments under Findings 10 and 11 above. This prpposed finding

simply is in error.

Finding Paragraph 13 states:

Applicants' Exhibit 14 on its face sh;ws 3 consecu-
tive test breaks averaging below 5000 psi (see
Tr. 6265 & QA-24 on Exhibit 14 (13)?). Witness
Stokes pointed cut this problem and its lack of
resolution in his effidavit, p.7 (follows
Tr. 6177). He is familiar with ACI (American
Concrete Institute) recorrended procedures,
Tr. 6139.

As discussed in the Staff's in prefiled testimony A16 e, pages 24,

25, 26 and 27 nonconformances C-507 and C-508 were issued because of the

average of all groups from this mix'did not equal the required strength
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at 28 days as specified by specification CAR-SH-CH-6, Section I, paragraph

13.5b which require; that the 28-day tests not be 500 psi or more below

the required strer.ath and that the running average of all groups of these

consecutive te'st averages be above the required design strength. The

28-day breaks from this group are trom lab test cylinder set numbers

8176, 8381, 9265 (only set from exhibit 14, pour package ICBXW 290001)

9323 and 9347. The 28-day strengths for laboratory cylinder sets 9265

and 9323 were 4,865 psi and 4,105 psi. The strengths of all other

laboratory cylinder sets in this group were above design strength. The

two low strengths in cylinder sets 9265 and 9323 resulted in two running

averages for this mix of 4,670 psi and 4,790 that were below design

strength. However, nonconformance reports 508 and 507, which were written

to address these low results, indicate that ninety-day breaks for cylinder

sets 9265 and 9323 were 5,660 psi and 5,040 psi respectively and that

test cores showed the concrete met design requirements.

These results showed that the concrete met or exceeded desion

requirements and that there is not a trend developing for low breaks in

the mix represented by these laboratory test cylinders.

/ gain, the proposed finding does not refer to the Staff's or Appli-

cants' testimony which addresses this. It incorrectly summarizes the

record.

Finding Paragraph 14 states:

The Staff witnesses testified (prefiled, p.29
following Tr. 6320) that " Occasional test cylinder
results below the specified design strength are
anticipated and are acceptable as long as the
breaks are within the allowable specification

1
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limits which are determined in accordance with the
criteria in ACI P14 and ACI 318." However, in
Exhibit 14, package ICBXW 290001, one test break
is nearly 1000 psi below design strength (more
than 500 psi allowable), and the " correction" by
test cores, as noted in Findings 10-13, simply
compounds the error.

As discussed in the Staff's prefiled testimony A-16e page 26, cylinder

set number 9373 which had a 28-day break of 4.,105 psi is not from Eddleman

Exhibit la which pertains to pour package ICBXW 290001. The ninety-day

break for this set showed a strength of 5,040 psi (40 psi above design

strength).
~

Again the proposed finding misstates the record.

Finding Paragraph 15 states:

The appearance of this many documented errors in a
5% sample (3) of less than 13 pours, indicates
that a pattern of widespread errors in Harris
concrete containment pour testing and verification
may have occurred. Nondestructive examination of
other pours in the containment, expecially the
base mat and dome, is thus warranted.

As stated in the Staff's preffled testimony A.17 page 50 the concerns

of Mr. Eddleman appear to be based on a misinterpretation of data presented

on the concrete placement test reports and a misunderstanding of require-

ments stated in EBASCO concrete specification and referenced ACI practices

and codes and standard industry practices.

III. CONCLUSION

The Staff concludes that Mr. Eddleman's Proposed Findings para-

graphs 6 through 15 are erroneous and without factual basis. They

demonstrate that Mr. Eddleman has not understood the prefiled testimony
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by the Staff and Applicants which together address correctly the matters

discussed in Mr. Eddleman's proposed findings.
_.

Respectfully submitted,.

A
Charles A. Barth
Counsel for NPC Staff

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland
this lith dcy of January, 1985
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY C0tEISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of

CAROLINA POWEL ~';D LIGHT COMPANY AND Docket Nos. 50-400-OL
50-401-OL

NORTH CAROLINA EASTERN f1UNICIPAL
POWER AGENCY

)
(Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant, )

Units 1 and 2) )

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that copies of "NRC STAFF REPLY TO WELLS EDDLEMAN'S
PROPOSED FINDINGS ON CONTENTION 65 (CONTAINMENT CONCRETE) in the
above-captioned proceeding have been served on the following by
deposit in the United States mail, first class, or, as indicated
by an asterisk, through deposit in the Nuclear Regulatory Commis-
sion's internal mail system, this lith day of January,1985:

James L. Kelley, Chairman * Richard D. Wilson, M.D.
Administrative Judge 729 Hunter Street
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board Apex, NC 27502
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Connission
Washington, DC 20555 Travis Payne, Esq.

723 W. Johnson Street
Mr. Glenn 0. Bright * P. O. Box 12643
Administrative Judge Raleigh, NC 27605
Atomic Safety and Licensin; Board
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Conmission Dr. Linda Little
Washington, D: 20555 Governor's Waste Management Building

513 Albermarle Building
Dr. Janes H. Carpenter * 325 North Salisbury Street
Adninistrative Judge Raleigh, NC 27611
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Cocnission Dr. Harry Foreman, Alternate *
Washington, DC 20555 Administrative Judge

P.O. Box 395 Mayo
Daniel F. Read University of Minnesota
CHANGE Minneapolis, MN 55455
P. O Box 2151
Raleigh, NC 27602
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Conservation Counsel of North Public Staff - NCUC

Carolina P.O. Box 991
307 Granville Rd. Raleigh, NC 27602
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George Trowbridge, Esq.
Bradley W. Jones, Esq. Thomas A. Baxter, Esq.
Regional Counsel John H. O'Neill, Jr., Esq.
USNRC, Region II Shaw, Pittman, Potts & Trowbridge
101 Marietta St., N.W. 1800 M Street, N.W.
Suite 2900 Washington, DC 20036
Atlanta, GA 30323

Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
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718-A Iredell Street U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Durham, NC 27701 Wsshington, DC 20555

Richard E. Jones, Esq. Steven Rochlis
Associate General Counsel Regional Counsel
Carolina Power & Light Company FEMA 1371 Peachtree Street, N.E.
P. O. Box 1551 Atlanta, GA 30309
Raleigh, NC 27602

Spence W. Perry, Esq.
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Charles A. Barth
Counsel for NRC Staff


